In the first section, stability-like definitions for ordinary differential equations are derived from a general qualitative concept. It is shown that the classical definitions of stability in the sense of Lyapunov, and their extensions can easily be deduced from this general formulation.
GENERAL QUALITATIVE CONCEPTS FOR VARIABLE SETS a. Introduction
In his well known dissertation [14, p. 2581, Lyapunov proposed a very general definition for the stability of solutions of an ordinary differential system R = f(t, x), with x, f E R". Roughly, a solution q(t) is said to be "stable with respect to some arbitrary function h(x)," if (1 /.(x(t)) -h(x,(t))ll remains small when I/ x(tJ -x,(t,,))ll h as b een chosen small. In fact Lyapunov did not study such a general concept; he proved theorems for the stability of the vanishing solution x = 0 with respect to the vector function h(x) = x, i.e., for the so-called "stability of the origin." Later on, Rymjancev [23] introduced the definition of "partial stability," under the name "stability with respect to some part of the variables." This amounts to choosing h(x) = (x12 + '.. + x,2)1/2, with k < n. In the mean time Persidskii [22] introduced the "uniform stability" and Malkin [15] the "uniform asymptotic stability." These definitions supplied concepts missing for a detailed description of many a practical situation. Many other concepts were introduced later [l, 11, 16, 171 . Also it was found useful to study the stability of a set [2] or even of a variable set [26] ; a set M(t) is said to be "stable" whenever the distance from x(t) to &f(t) can be controlled by its value at t = t, . Peiffer and Rouche pointed out [21] that partial stability cannot be reduced to any kind of stability of a set. One has to consider "the stability of a set with respect to another set." A set &lb is said to be "stable with respect to a set M," whenever the distance from x(t) to Mb(t) can be controlled by choosing the distance from x(ta) to M,(tJ small enough.
Time after time, a large number of qualitative concepts had been introduced (attractivity, weak attractivity, boundedness, etc.) and many more could have been to such an extent that it is by no means always clear why some concepts are studied and some others are not. The applied mathematician was puzzled, and some kind of order had to be found. Bushaw [4] took a first step in that direction, by showing that most of the qualitative concepts derive from a single logical formula.
In this part, we consider stability-like definitions for two functions M,: t---f M,(t) and lU,,: t + Mb(t). Classical definitions, such as stability, attractivity, etc. are extended to this case. Further, all our definitions deriw from a general formula similar to that of Bushaw [4] . This formula contain: all classical concepts concerning variable sets, and we propose some exhaustive classification, under the headings of stability, attractivity, weak attractivity, boundedness, and ultimate boundedness. Finally, we point out that the general formula contains a large variety of concepts, among others the rather elaborate definition of "stability in tube-like domains" introduced by Charlu (1.1)
Throughout the paper, the function f is supposed to be smooth enough to ensure the existence of a unique maximal solution of (1.1) through every point (to , x,,) E I x Q. The general solution of (1. I), considered as a function of t ~1 and of its initial values (t, , x0), will be written
The points of H are obtained by choosing first a point (to , x0) E I x Q and then t E J(t, , x,,), where J(t, , x0) is the interval of definition of the maximal solution through (to, x,,). In the sequel we shall write x(t) and J for 4~ to ,x0) and Ato , o x ) when there will be no possible confusion. Let 9 be the set of all closed nonempty subsets of R", contained in Q. For any set A C R", a will denote its closure, frA its boundary and A its interior. A mapping M: I + 9, t + M(t) is bounded if for some compact set KC Q and any t E I, M(t) C K. A mapping M, is positively invariant with respect to M, if given any t,, E I, x,, E n/r (&) and (t E J(t, , x,,), t > to), x(t; t, , XJ E Mb(t). If M, = A& ) one says that M, is positively invariant. One defines similarly the invariance of Mb with respect to Ma . If the mapping Ma = Mb is constant, it can be thought of as being a set and the definitions below agree with the classical terminology of set stability theory [2] . Hereafter, Mm and Mb will always be mappings of I into g.
Let d(x, y) designate the distance derived from one of the usual norms of R". For any nonempty subset S of R", the distance of a point x E J2 to S is d(x, S) = inf(d(x, y): y E S). Furthermore, we write B(S, S) = {x: x E J-2, d(x, S) < 6) and B(0, a) = {x: x E sz, 11 x 11 < a}.
The first of these two sets is called a "S-neighborhood" of S.
c. Lyapunov Stability Concepts
Given the mappings M, and Mb , t, E I and some positive constants (Y, 6, E, let us write d = WKdto)~ 6) n 42 41\M&J, 97 = B(Mb(t), c).
The proposition [(Vt 3 to , t E &I>, x(t) E a1 will be abbreviated as X,. Table I exhibits the four stability definitions we are interested in. We chose a very systematic presentation at the expense of possible simplifications to ease comparisons between concepts. The variable 01 is used to distinguish easily semi-stability from stability; in case of semistability, [ [26] , and Bhatia and Szegii [2] . If Ma(t) = (0:
and Mb(t) = {x E R", x = (0 ,..., 0, xle+r ,..., xn), K < n}, (S,) and (S,) coincide with the partial stability concepts of Rymjancev [23] . PROPOSITION 2. DeJinitions (S,), (S,), (S,'), (S,'), (S,*), and (S,*) are equivalent to those obtained by substituting B(M,(t,,), 6) n B(0, a) to PW&)~ 6) n W4 41M&) or WWoh 6) to JW'dt,), s)\Wz(t,), respectively. PROPOSITION 3. If the mapping I+ 9, t tt Mb(t)\@*(t) is bounded, ;f M, is bounded or negatively invariant and if< is chosen such that B(MB(t), E) C Q, then every solution mentioned in Table I exists for all t > t, .
Many authors dealing with stability problems presuppose the existence of every considered solution for all t ~1. Thereafter, they define stability by (S,"), omitting further the restriction t E J. In the case of unbounded sets, this might be very restrictive; indeed, the soIutions can reach infinity in a finite time without leaving 9. Moreover, removing the condition t E J leads to the following drawback: Instability cannot be defined as the negation of stability without assuming the existence of solutions for every t E 1. Table II lists the attractivity concepts studied later on; lop has the same meaning as above, except for A, and As', where M, should be independent oft in order for L&' to be independent of to , h, is written for (to + c7 E J) & [(Vt 3 43 + u', t E J), x(t) E W&(t), e)l.
As for stability concepts, the terminology is simplified if Ma = Mb , by omitting "with respect to nir, ." PROPOSITION 6. Consider the simplified definitions Ai* obtained from the Ai (i = l,..., 6) by removing (Vol > 0) and substituting B(M,(tJ, S)\M,(t,) to Se. Then the definitions Ai* are respectively equivalent to the Ai for (i = 1, 2, 3) and if the boundary of Ma is a bounded application, definitions Ai* are equivalent to Ai for (i = 4, 5, 6). Assume that the mapping I + .F, t t-+ M,(t)\&&t) is bounded and that M, is bounded or negatively invariant. Then, ;f E is such that B(M6(t), c) C 52, every solution mentioned in Table II exists for all t 3 t, .
The following diagram of implications (Fig. 2) e. General Qualitative Concepts
The common logical structure of all the qualitative concepts considered in Sections c and d clearly emerges from Tables I and II. Roughly speaking, if a pair of mappings M, , M, verifies one of these concepts, then given a sequence of quantified variables (existential or universal) determining a set of initial values z? C L? and a set a C Sz, the solutions starting from & remain in g in the future or reach .%? after a given lapse of time. Arranging the quantified variables exhaustively in any possible way and specifying properly the sets d and 99, one builds up a series of concepts which include conditional stability, partial stability, boundedness, etc.
Unfortunately, Table II shows that setting up the variants of a single basic concept is not an easy matter, the difficulty arising from the number of quantified variables and the awkwardness of the notations for their respective domain of definition. So, in order to classify more concepts in a same formalism, we simplify these notations in much the same way as Bushaw [4] . In particular,
(1) the domains of the variables are specified once and for all, (1) No letter is repeated in W, the appearance of an upper-case letter excludes the appearance of the corresponding lower-case one and vice versa; (iv) The letter I stands, as the case may be, for 7 or T where 7 means (3t > t, + o, t E J) and T means (Vt > t, + (T, t E J).
(v) /3 stands for x(t) ~9?. The sets 9? most commonly used are B(Mdt), c> or CB(JG(t), ~1 . Th e corresponding propositions generate stability, and instability, like concepts. They will be noted /?+ and /3-, respectively.
Let us verify that the classical definition of stability of an invariant set M(t) is given by T,EAd&S, y * (T, /3+), where M,(t) = M,(t) = M(t). In detail this formula means
Vt, E I,
Writing N = B(M(t,), 6) n B(0, a) and given the invariance of M, we may substitute (Vx, EN) to (Vx, E N\M(t,)). On the other hand, the expression vu > 0, (to 4-u) E J 3 [(Vt > t, + cs, t E J), x(t) E B(M(t), l )] is equivalent to (Vt > t,, , t E J), x(t) E B(M(t), G). So we get the definition given by Yoshizawa [26, p. 731, vt, E I, VE > 0, vci > 0, 3s > 0, Vx, E N, w 2 to 9 t E .I>,
To illustrate the proposed formalism, we brought together in Table IV some concepts introduced by Bhatia and Szegij [2] and Yoshizawa [26] . The definitions of Bhatia and Szegij have been stated for autonomous dynamical systems. We extended them to the nonautonomous case by supposing arbitrarily a maximum or a minimum of uniformity in t, . Strictly speaking, definitions given here have been formulated for mappings M, and Mt, and, therefore, must be considered as a right away extension of the definitions given by these authors. Notice again that some definitions of Table IV use more variables than classical definitions. This will be found useful later on for classification purposes. In this section we prove some theorems enabling one to simplify the general formula W, r*(l, fl) in specific cases. The following theorems will be proved with the implicit assumption that the variables of the word W are those of Table III. THEOREM 4. Consider a concept such that t is a universal variable, or' W = W,S. Let 9 = B(M,(t), c). Suppose the application I -+ 9, t H Mb(t)\&& (t) is bounded, M, bounded or invariant. Then if E is such that B(MJt), c) C Sz, every solution mentioned in this concept exists for all t 3 t, .
Proof.
The proposition y * (I, 8) means in detail
If Ma is invariant, whenever the mentioned solution x(t) belongs to ~47, it belongs to B(M,(t), c)\M,(t). Thus, if M, is invariant (or bounded), at time t, x(t) belongs to some compact set K contained in &?. In case (i) x(t) remains in K for t > t, + 0, t E J and, therefore, cannot reach the frontier of 9. This proves that the solution can be continued for all t 3 t, . The proposition (ii) being true for each 0 E [0, co[, if z(t) approached the frontier of Sz for some finite t*, there would be a u > 0 such that (t, + u) E J and [(Vt > t, + u, t E J), x(t) 4 931, which contradicts (ii).
Q.E.D. are equivalent.
It suffices to prove that p =S q. To do this, choose some 6, > 0 and some 01s > 0 such that B(0, 01s) 3 B(u(fr Ma(t): t E I), S,), and further some 6, > 0 such that p is true for CII = 01~ and 8 = 6,.
(1) If x,, corresponds to a universal quantifier, we can choose for q: 6 = min(S, ,a,). This becomes clear if we notice that, for any 01 > 0
(2) If x0 corresponds to an existential quantifier, we can choose in q: 6 = 201, . Indeed, writing ~2~ and JS?~ for the initial sets in p and q, we get for any 01 < 01s , and ~9~ C B(0, a)\M&t,,) C J4,. Thus, q is true for 01 < CL,, and a fortiori for 01 > 01~ .
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY.
Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, the following concepts are equivalent : 
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The proof results from Theorem 5 and the logical law THEOREM 6. For an autonomous system (1.1) and a constant application M, , the two well formed words r,,WIW2 and W,T,W, lead to the equivalent concepts P = TllWlW, > Y * (1, P), q = W,T,W, , Y * (1, P).
Proof. The symbol # standing for any quantifier V or 3, proposition p can be written 34)' E 1, w,w, > (to' + u) E J(to', x0) * [(# t' > 4) + 0, t' E .&I', ql), x(t'; to', x0) E 9'1.
Noticing that (1.1) is autonomous, for any t, E 1, we get x(t'; to', x0) = x(t; to, x0) and t' E J(trJ', x0) 0 t E J(t, , x0), where t stands for t' + t, -t,'. Moreover, Ma being constant, x,, does not depend explicitly on t,'. Thus, and the theorem follows. Q.E.D.
With minor modifications, one can easily extend these theorems to concepts defined by other variables than those of Table III and by another definition of 97. An example of such a concept can be found in Section (i).
g. Classijication of Concepts
Defining ~2 and 9J as in Section (e) and arranging the quantified variables of Table III in any possible way, one gets 184,320 formally different concepts. This overwhelming mass of definitions makes it necessary to rule out most nonessential concepts before any attempt at classification. To this end, we shall make use of the following assertions. In every concept, (1) the variables OL, t, , and x0 will always be preceded by the same quantifiers. This is natural because one is generally interested in the behavior of either all or only one solution starting near M,(t); (2) the variables 01 and 6 are always adjacent, as defining a single entity, the domain of initial perturbations; (3) the variables E and 6 are fixed before u. This assertion, more arbitrary than the preceeding ones, is typical of the studied properties: Having fixed an estimate of initial perturbations, one chooses a sampledelay in order to satisfy the estimate of final perturbations.
Using these three conditions and the fact that x0 is defined after 6 and 01 (cf. the definition of the word W), the number of formally different concepts is reduced to 3,200.
A first classification can be based on the idea that we are interested in stability-like (p+) or instability-like (8~) properties, verified either by each solution close to M,(t) (T&,3,) or by only one of them (T&,). This leads to the four fundamental families of concepts defined in Table V . Among the 800 concepts of such a family, it is natural to consider as similar the concepts obtained from each other by changing the positions of the variables 01, to, and x0 in the word W. This idea leads to an equivalence relation for the concepts of a family. Two definitions are said "equivalent" if they can be obtained from each other by rearrangement of the variables a, t, , and x0 Using this idea we get 28 different equivalence classes for each family. Then, we define the partial order (2) on concepts, induced by the logical implication (a). We say that a 2 b if a => b. Now, let us consider the classes of stability concepts and let us represent them by their maximal element. It is natural to consider first the maximal class represented by the concpet
EDASTJ,, , y * (T, 8').
Choosing l < 6, we easily see that this concept is meaningless. Going on and considering the strongest concepts, we obtain first three meaningless concepts.
Further we get the ten following ones illustrated in Table VI. They can be described as the strongest nontrivial definitions. It is interesting to notice that these contain all the classical stability concepts studied by now. Most of the eleven following ones are new but weaker. Finally, the last four are so weak as to be trivial. In this section we write down in detail the elements of some of the classes defined in Section g. For stability and attractivity, this leads to the Tables I  and II . For weak attractivity, boundedness, and ultimate boundedness, one gets in a similar way the Tables VIII, IX, and X. For the concepts B, and UB, , M, has to be independent of t, , in order for ~2 to be independent of t, (cf. remark on A, and Aa', Section d). In Table IX , we used Theorem 3 of Section fin order to reduce the expressions S, y * (T, fi+) into T, /3+. The diagrams of Fig. 3 display the logical implications between the concepts above. Using Theorems 5 and 6, we can reverse the horizontal arrows if system (1.1) is autonomous and AI, , Mb are constant, and the oblique ones if fr Ma is a bounded mapping. and iVIIc denoted a k-dimensional manifold containing the origin (k < TZ).
THE COMPARISON PRINCIPLE
a. Introduction Corduneanu [7] was the first to investigate stability properties of the solutions of (1.1) using a comparison equation. He proved stability criteria of the following general type: If the origin u = 0 is stable for some scalar equation zi = F(t, u) (2.1)
and if there exists a positive definite function V(t, x) such that
where Y is the total time derivative of I' along the solutions of (l.l), then x = 0 is stable for (1.1). Here v(t, x) has no more to be negative as in Lyapunov's classical theorems. Later, Corduneanu [8] extended his results to partial stability. In the mean time Matrosov [18] proved similar criteria, replacing u, F and V by m-vectors. Each component I', of V has to be positive and their sum is supposed to be positive definite. If the origin u = 0 of (2.1) is stable, if for 1 < i < m, F,(t, u1 ,..., urn) is increasing with respect to (ur ,..., ui-r , %+1 ,-.., u,) and if vi < Fi(t, V, [19] , and Peiffer and Rouche [21] .
In this part of the paper, we display the structure of the proofs used in comparison theorems, and state a general comparison principle, which by the way, was already considered in some intuitive manner by Matrosov [20] . This principle enables us to prove theorems, no more separately for every concept, but for entire classes of concepts at a time. This gives a further and a posteriori motivation of our effort in Section 1 to recognize and classify the most useful qualitative concepts. A practical problem remains, which is, given a class of original concepts (C), to build a comparison concept (CO) which suits the theorems. We propose a solution to this problem for a fairly broad class of concepts including stability and attractivity of sets. be such an upper integral and R = @to , uo) the interval of maximal length on which it is defined. One defines the general upper integral J(t; t, , q,) in an obvious way. Let W, y * (E, p) be a qualitative concept related to system (1.1). We define a similar concept W", y" * (ZO, $) related to (2.1) by substituting:
(1) In the word W, the variable u. E do to x0 E zzJ; It should be noticed that in cases (ii) and (iv), the sets LZ? and JZZO must be independent of to . Therefore, if the letters of Ware borrowed from Table III , Ma must be constant. In the sequence our interest will be mainly in the classical concepts of Section 1, the letters of W being those from Table III . The following lemmas show that the sets do and 9, introduced above rather artificially, are easily constructed under suitable assumptions. Given a qualitative concept, a comparison one can be written at sight. With this in view, we shall use the following assumptions. Proof. Let S* (resp. SO) be the value of the variable 6, and E* (resp. 8) the value of E in the concept C* (resp. CO). Let, furthermore, W, , W, , and W, be some parts of the word W.
We first prove that the concept defined by &* and .@ implies the comparison concept defined by do and go. The difference between these concepts can be shown by exhibiting the dependence in 6. If 6 is a universal variable the implication follows from W,(VS* > 0) W&ho E {U 3 . When E is existential, the last equation has a solution co for any E* because of (iii).
Combining the transformation described here above, one proves that (C") 3 (CO).
Q.E.D. If (II is universal, the remark becomes trivial because the order of these two variables can be interchanged. The results of this section rely heavily on the following lemma due to Wazewski [25] . LEMMA 3. Suppose the assumptions H, are satisfied and let 9: a+ Y be an upper integral of system (2.1) and x: J -+ Q a solution of (1.1) such that V(t,,x,)<u,.
ThenforanytEJn$ t>tt,,
Under the assumptions H, , a qualitative concept will be satisfied with respect to Eq. Proof.
Let W, y * (I, j3) be a qualitative concept and W", ~0 * (lo, $) the corresponding comparison concept. To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to choose the value of each existential variable in such a way that y * (I, ,!3) is true. Let us use the following induction. Given the h first variables of W, the (h + 1)th variable is fixed as follows:
(1) If this variable is universal, its value is preassigned and except for x0 , we give the same value to the corresponding variable in W". If x0 is universal, we fix the value of the corresponding variable u. E ~20 such that V(to , x0) < u. . Let us note that if to has not yet been fixed, there exists a u0 such that for any to ~1, V((t, , x0) < u. .
(2) If this variable is existential, the value of the corresponding variable in W" is fixed such that W", yo * (10, PO) is true. Then except for x0, we give this value to the variable of W. If u. is existential, we fix x0 E ~4 such that wo > x0) < %I .
But for these values of the variables of W, the proposition y c (I, p) is true. Namely as u > 0 and JG, , 4 n PO , 4 = R(t, , uo> n PO , 4, the proposition 0~: to + u E J is identical to 01~: to + u E R. For the same reason, the domain of the variable t in 1 is identical to the domain of the variable t in 10: t > to + u, t ER. Thus, we can fix the same value of t in 1 and 10. It remains then to prove that $: J(t; to , uo) E /I0 implies /3. From Lemma 3 and the relations V((t, , x0) < z+, , t E J n K, it follows that Using the definition of a comparison concept, we get x(t; t, ) x0) E 8.
Q.E.D. The proof of this theorem is identical to the proof of the preceding one. It is sufficient to notice that to + (T E J and (t 3 to + (T, t E J) imply to + (T E x and t El?. THIRD COMPARISON THEOREM. Under the assumptions H, and if (C) is a qualitative concept such that t and a are existential variables, then (C) will be satisjied if The proof is very similar to that of the first comparison theorem. It suffices tonoticethatto+~~~and(t~~o+a,t~~)implyto+a~Jandt~J.
The assumptions H, , used in the theorems stated previously may turn out to be too severe in practical applications. For instance the hypothesis that F is increasing with respect to its nondiagonal components is very restrictive. Therefore, it is useful to notice that these assumptions are used only to prove Lemma 3. Thus, we can modify them by the use of an alternative lemma. For instance let us consider the following assumptions.
ASSUMPTIONS Ha'. Let F(t, u) be a continuous locally lipschitxian function and V(t, x) a wector Lyapunov function such that D+V(t, x) = F(t, V(t, x)) 0nIx.Q.
The following lemma is then trivial. LEMMA 3'. Suppose the assumptions Ha' are satisjied. Let ti: I?--+ Y be a solution of (2.1) and x: 1-Q a solution of (1.1) such that V(t,, , x0) = u,, . Then for any tEJnR, w, x(t)) d w.
We can use this lemma to prove comparison theorems similar to those stated above by modifying slightly the definition of a comparison concept. Conditions (i) to (iv) in Definition 2 must be verified with V(t,, , x0) = us instead of Y(to , x,,) ,< u0 .
COMPARISON PRINCIPLE APPLIED TO STABILITY THEORY a. Introduction
The theory of Section 2 enables us, given a qualitative concept, to find out rather automatically some criteria for its investigation. More precisely, we first build up an auxiliary concept using Lemma 2 and then, using Lemma 1 and one of the comparison theorems, we prove that the auxiliary concept implies the initial one. Our goal in the present part is to work out this procedure in special cases. We prove criteria for the stability and attractivity of M,(t) with respect to M,(t). The theorems obtained seem to be new, they generalize and unify several known results. Finally we prove a theorem on the stability in tube-like domains in order to show, if necessary, the generality of the proposed procedure.
b. Stability of Sets
Let us consider the stability definitions introduced in Table I and the assumptions H, and H, . In the following we shall make use of the auxiliary concepts s,*: T,EdU,,TO, zi(t) E 8*, S,*: EdT,,UOTO, zi(t) E a'*, where g* = {u: Q(t, u) < E}, Us stands for (Vu, e (24 3 0, max(21i: 1 < i G m) < 6)) and To for (Vt 3 to , t E &to , uo)).
Obviously, S,* is equivalent to each of the concepts T&dAU,S, y" =+-(TO, C(t) E a*), T,EAdU,S, y" =c-(TO, C(t) E a*).
A similar remark holds for S,*. Let us now introduce the following assumptions: Notice that if Q(t, u) = max(ui: 1 < i < m) or Q(t, u) = Z(ui: 1 < i < m), and if u = 0 is a solution of (2.1), then the assumptions (i) or (ii-a) are consequences of the concepts S1*, or S,*.
With these notations we can bring forward the following theorem. (2) (ii) (iii) S,* * S,; (2') (ii) S,* * S,'.
Proof. Given a concept Si (resp. S,') (i = 1,2), consider the corresponding comparison concept Sio (resp. ST) obtained according to Definition 2 and Lemma 1.
Using Lemma 2, we get the following implications: Theorem A, where the assumptions H, have been simplified into Hra, is a slight modification of a theorem obtained by Peiffer and Rouche [21] , who supposed moreover Vi(t, X) 3 0 (1 < i < I). This last theorem extends to partial stability a result of Matrosov [18] generalizing itself several classical theorems which are listed by this author. Notice that in the mean time, Matrosov [19] has stated a similar partial stability theorem where the derivative of V(t, X) satisfies a more general differential inequality of the form qt, 4 < F,(t, 4 v, a, Fr being a mapping This corollary generalizes a theorem of Salvadori [24] . This last assertion can be proved by noticing that the condition Notice that Salvadori assumes, moreover, that Vr(t, x) 3 0 and vz(t, X) are bounded from below.
Finally, let us remark that this corollary could be deduced from the usual Lyapunov theorem with the help of the auxiliary function U = max( V, , V,) and Dini derivatives. Consider the attractivity definitions introduced in Table II Notice that conditions (i) and (ii-a) can often be deduced from a stability concept or even from local boundedness.
Using an argument similar to that of Theorem A, we get the following theorem. (2) (ii) (iii) As* + As; (2') (ii) A,* * As'; (3) (ii) (iii) A,* =S As;
(3') (ii) As* -As'; (4) (i) (iii) A,* -A4; (4') (i) A4* G-A,'; (5) (ii) (iii) A,* 3 A,;
(5') (ii) A,* 3 As'; (6) (ii) (iii) A,* => As; (6') (ii) A,* * As'.
Just as for Theorem A, the assumptions Hra lead to a corollary which give rise to an analogous comment.
An important corollary of Theorem 2 can be inferred from the following assumptions. where W, is U,s and W, is sU, .
To prove this implication we fix the value of 6 using the concept LUB,*. There exist then values E' > 0 and u' > 0 such that the concept LUB,* is true. Moreover, given any E* > 0, there exists u" > 0 such that A(t) l * > E' for any t >, t, + o". Let us fix now the value a* = max(o', 0") of the variable (5 in concept A,* and notice that to + u* E R because of (i). Moreover, as mo Y uo) 1 [to, co[, the concept LUBi* implies Vt > to + CT', u(t) E {u: Q(u) < E'}, and, therefore, Vt 3 to + u*, u(t) E {u: Q(u) < A(t) l *>,
Q.E.D.
This corollary is an extension of a result of Bhatia and Lakshmikantham [3] , who use a stability property to prove attractivity, while local ultimate boundedness seems to be sufficient. At last the ideas used in this corollary appear already in Chetaev [6, p. 24-251, who gives a theorem with I' scalar and F(t, u) = 0.
d. Stability in Tube-like Domains
In this section we investigate some nonclassical concepts in order to show that the procedure outlined in Section 2 is useful in a large variety of problems. Consider the conditional strict stability defined in Section l-i and the following assumptions. Let finally Mk C Q be a set dejked by the equations vi(t, x) = 0 (h + 1 < i < m).
In the sequel, we shall use the functions (i) Vt, E I, Vx, E -01, let u. = V*(t, , x0) = (V(t, , x0), -V(t, , x0)). From x0 E Mk and 6, < // x0 II < 6, , it follows that V6(to, x0) = 0 (i = k + l,..., M) and a&) < Z(Vi(to , x0): 1 < i < m) < b(6,). Thus, u. belongs to do.
(v) For any t ~1, u E 9 and x E Sz such that, V*(t, x) < u, we get a(11 x 11) < Z(Vi(t, x): 1 < i < m) < Z(u,,: 1 < i < m) < a(el), -b(ll x 11) ,( .Z(Vi(t, x): 1 < i < m) < Z(uzi: 1 < i < m) < -b(<,), and, thus, l a < Ij x 11 < cl.
Using the argument of Lemma 2 we can prove that the auxiliary concept (SS,*) implies (SS,") (; = 1,2).
Further if &(t) is the upper integral through (ts , z+,) of the equation ti, = F,(t, ul), and z&(t) the upper integral through (t, , -11s) of the equation ti, = --F,(t, -us) the theory of ordinary differential equalities proves that Since, moreover, the auxiliary concepts (SS,*) imply the conditional stability of the origin u, = 0 with respect to system 6, =F,(t, ur), the solution mentioned in these definitions are such that 9 3 II Wll 3 II %@)ll > t > t, .
Using the argument of Theorem 4 we can show that each of these solutions is defined at least on [t, , co[. The theorem is then proved by virtue of the second comparison theorem. Q.E.D.
Theorem C has been established with minor modifications by Charlu, Kayande, and Lakshmikantham [5] . G eneralizations can easily be obtained by using functions Fl and F, defined on different spaces and by introducing a function Q(t, u) according to the ideas of Lemma 1.
